THE ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE IS CHANGING.

ARCHICAD & BIM WORKSHOP.

Digitisation of the building industry allows more information exchange and a shortened project lifecycle. As future architects, you will have to adopt new technologies to meet growing demand from clients.

Join this workshop to learn about Building Information Modeling and Algorithmic Design from international experts from Europe and Hong Kong.

Best projects will be awarded with internship opportunity at local architecture firm and an iPad Pro.

The future starts now!

Topics:
- ARCHICAD basics & BIM concepts.
- Energy Analysis.
- BIMx for mobile and table
- TEAMWORK and BIM Server
- Rendering
- Mass modelling
- Coordination with other softwares
- Algorithmic Design, Rhino - Grasshopper - ARCHICAD workflow.

The trainers:

Jorge Beneitez
Co-Founder & Managing Director @ enzyme and
Registered BIM Consultant
He worked at different international offices in Spain and Hong Kong, chasing new methodologies and learning new software and techniques.

Daniel Santos
M.Sc, Arb, Riba, Feng Chia University
Director, DIAIC Architects
He worked at different international offices such as Zaha Hadid, Fukas, Atkins

Peter Koncz
M. Arch, BuildingSmart Member
GRAPHISOFT Registered Consultant
He worked as an architect in Brazil and Hungary before joining GRAPHISOFT in Hong Kong as a regional BIM consultant, www.graphisoft.com